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"
"
Abstract.) The" hardware" development" of" the" last" years" favored" the" widespread"
diffusion"of"multi=touch"devices"(e.g.,"smartphones,"tablets"and"interactive"tabletops)"
to" such" an" extent" that" a"wide" variety" of" users" are" now" exploiting" them" to" perform"
different" activities" on" a" daily" basis." In" the" heterogeneous" and" manifold" context" of"
modern" computation," it" is" impossible" to" predict," at" design" time," all" the" possible"
configurations" of" such" technologies," and" especially" the"way" users"will" be"willing" to"
interact"with"them."Therefore,"empowering"end=users"with"tools"for"developing"multi=
touch" interaction" is" a" promising" step" towards" the" materialization" of" ubiquitous"
computing." The" aim"of" this" survey" is" to" frame" the" state" of" the" art" of" existing"multi=
touch"software"development"tools"from"an"End=User"Programming"perspective." 
"
Keywords.) Coding" Tools" and" Techniques," Ubiquitous" Computing," End=User"
Programming."
!
The" rising" demand" for" the" digital" support" of" human" interaction"with" surfaces" (e.g.,"
walls,"floors,"tables"or"common"objects)"motivated"the"need"to"augment"their"physical"
affordances" with" computational" power." Since" the" very" beginning," the" cost" and"
technological" complexity" for" designing" and" developing" touch=based" interactive"
surfaces"represented"a"barrier"to"their"diffusion."Recent"hardware"developments"have"
then" caused" the" widespread" proliferation" of" multi=touch" display" technologies" [1]."
Technological" advances" allowed"multi=touch" sensing" to" come"out" from" the" research"
laboratories" and" become"more" and"more" present" into" our" life." In" fact," we" are" now"
accustomed" to" interacting" with" multi=touch" devices" (e.g.," smartphones," tablets" and"
tabletops)"to"realize"a"wide"range"of"our"everyday"activities,"from"work"to"leisure.""
"
However,"to" integrate"multi=touch"sensing"in"pervasive"environments"that"efficiently"
support"human"activities,"the"growth"of"hardware"solutions"needs"to"come"along"with"
the" development" of" software" tools" that"make" it" easier" for" the" end=user" to" program"
interactions." For" the" scope" of" this" survey," we" understand" end$user( programmers(as"
users"who"“write"programs"to"support"some"goal"in"their"own"domains"of"expertise”"
[1]" rather" than" as" a" paid," professional" activity." Fischer" highlights" that" “in" a" world"
where"change" is" the"norm,"end=user"development"(EUD)" is"a"necessity"rather"than"a"
luxury" because" it" is" impossible" to" design" artifacts" […]" at" design" time" for" all" the"
problems" that" occur" at" use" time”" [3]." In" the" highly" dynamic" context" of" ubiquitous"
interaction" it" is" compelling" to" empower" the" owners" of" a" problem" with" means" to"
develop"creative"solutions."In"the"same"way"it"had"happened"more"than"twenty"years"
ago"with"development"kits"for"WIMP"interaction"(Windows,"Icons,"Menus"and"Pointer),"
software" tools" are" needed" to" lower" the" complexity" of" building" touch=enabled"
interactive"systems"by"relieving"the"end=user"from"low=level"implementation"details."
"
Our"goal" in"this"survey"is"to"frame"the"state"of"the"art"of"software"tools"that"support"
the"end=user"in"the"creation"of"multi=touch"interaction.""

Background 
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There"is"a"large"body"of"research"on"EUP"[1][3][4][5]."It"provides"tools"and"techniques"
to" allow" the" end=users" to" write" a" program" to" create," modify" or" extend" a" software"
system."The" concept" of"EUP"has"evolved" from" providing" support" to" inexperienced"
users"[4]"to" a" perspective" that" focuses" on" users’"goals"[1]." An" end=user," conversely"
from" a" professional" developer," writes" a" program" primarily" for" personal," rather"than"
public" use:" the" computer" program" becomes"“a" means" to" an" end"and" only" one" of"
potentially"many"tools"that"could"be"used"to"accomplish"a"goal”"[1].""
"
EUP"offers"a"variety"of"techniques"to"support"users"in"the"programming"task"[5],"such"
as:"scripting) languages,)which" are)fast" to" learn" and"commonly" imply" a" lightweight"
syntax" and" semantics" when" compared" to" conventional" programming" languages,"
Domain@Specific)Languages)(DSL),)specialized"programming"languages)that"domain"
experts" may" better"know" and"understand" (e.g.," LateX" for" typesetting" or"SQL" for"
database" queries);"Configurability,) Customization)and) Parameterization,)or)the"
possibility"of"configuring"the"parameters"of"basic"elements"or"choose"among"different"
behaviors"already" available" in" the" system"(e.g.," look" and" feel);"Programming) by)
Example)(PbE)"or"Programming)by)Demonstration)(PbD),)in"which"“users"provide"
example" interactions" and" the" system" infers" a" routine" from" them”"without" requiring"
textual" programming"[5];"and,"Visual) Programming,"which)allows" to"program"by"
manipulating" graphic" elements"such" as"visual" expressions," spatial" arrangements" of"
text"and"graphic"symbols"rather"than"by"textual"specification,"thus"providing"a"higher"
level"of"abstraction"where"no"textual"syntax"is"involved.""
"
EUP"focuses" on"the"“creation”" of" programs," emphasizing" speed" and" ease" of"
development" while" neglecting" aspects"of" the" software" lifecycle" that" are" crucial" for"
professional"programmers,"such"as"quality,"robustness,"re=use"and"maintainability"of"
the" code."For" instance," while" PbE" may" allow" the" straightforward" implementation" of"
complex" touch" behaviors" inferred" from" sample" interactions," the" specification" is" not"
packaged"as"a"reusable"component"and"therefore"it"is"difficult"to"incorporate"in"future"
programs."""
"
End=user" programmers" for" multi=touch"are" domain" experts." Examples" could"be"UX"
researchers" or" interaction" designers" that" need" to" explore" different" multi=touch"
techniques" in" cross=device" environments," or" even"curators" of" a" cultural" heritage"
institution" or" new" media" artists" that" want" to" include" multi=touch"sensing"in"
interactive"installations."In"these"cases,"EUP"takes"the"form"of"a"prototyping"activity,"in"
which"end=users"implement"many"ideas"by"quickly"and"easily"building"functional"test=
bed"applications,"which"can"be"dismissed"later"on."They"therefore"apply"opportunistic"
practices"for"code" generation" that" span" from"using"high=level"tools" to" copy=paste"
working"examples"from"others.""
"

Multi/Touch)Interaction 
Multi=touch" is" one" of" the" dominant" input" modalities"in"pervasive" computing."
Nevertheless,"the"definitions"of"multi$touch,"gestures"and"widgets"are"uncanny,"due"to"
their" adoption" both" by" the" academia" and" the" industry."In" the" rest" of" this" section" we"
provide"the"definitions"we"use"in"this"survey."
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"
The"term"multi@touch)refers"to"a"technology"that"allows"users"to"interact"with"more"
than"one"finger"touch"at"time"by"supporting"continuous"updates"of"touch"positions."
"
In" multi=touch" interaction," a" gesture" is" not" related" to" the" expressive" gesticulation"
used" in"human"face=to=face"communication,"but" instead"to" familiar"and"conventional"
hand"movements"used"in"some"particular"task."A"description"of"multi=touch"gestures"
requires" the" system" to" report" complementary" touch" information" such" as" position,"
motion"velocity,"and"acceleration"of"each"contact"point."The"software"interprets"such"
information" to" recognize" touch" gestures" and" activate" the" associated" action." Large"
surfaces" also" allow"whole=hand" gestures,"which" use" goes" beyond" handling"multiple"
contact"points"and"requires"sensing"the"pose"of"the"hand"on"the"surface"as"well"as"its"
position,"area"and"dynamics."
"
The" aforementioned" attributes" offer" a" glimpse" of" the" challenges" to" face" when"
programming" touch=based" interaction," mostly" related" to:" the" complexity" of"
recognizing"rich" touch"semantics" from"raw"data"(e.g.," tracking" touch"states"and"map"
them" into" gestures)," the" ambiguity" in" distinguishing" a" performed" gesture" in" the"
gesture"set,"and" the"ambivalence" in"determining" touch" targets"due" to"multiple" focus"
points"and"the"low"precision"of"touch"input"(‘fat=finger’).""
"
The" word"widget" is" a" shorten" of" “windows" gadget”." Originally," widgets" have" been"
defined"as"graphic"components"used"to"control"other"objects"or"to"activate"actions"in"a"
graphic"window"environment."With"the"development"of"mobile"computing,"they"took"
the" form" of" single=purpose" applications" with" a" small" graphic" interface" that" can" be"
integrated" in" other" applications" such" as" the" home" screen." Gestural" interfaces" allow"
‘real’"direct"manipulation"of"the"graphical"elements."Since"users"can"now"scale,"rotate"
and" translate" objects" by" using" their" fingers," a" new" kind" of" widgets" called" gesture=
widgets"has"been"introduced"[6]."Gesture=widgets"are"fundamental"tiles"of"multi=touch"
user" interfaces" because" they" are" designed" to" provide" digital" affordances" for" their"
manipulation.""

Methodology)and)Dimensions 
The"main"goal"of"this"survey"is"to"organize"current"software"tools"for"the"development"
of"multi=touch" interaction," from" the" point" of" view" of" EUP." The"methodology" of" our"
classification" is" a" qualitative" tools" analysis." As" a" starting" point," we" have" taken" into"
account"previous"surveys"of"multi=touch"software"tools"[6][7][8]."They"offer"an"overall"
perspective"of"software"availability"up"to"year"2010"and"show"how"such"tools"played"
an" important" role" in" the" growth" of" multi=touch" research." Together" with" the" broad"
availability"of"cheap"and"less"complex"hardware"they"represented"a"major"factor"that"
favored"multi=touch"interaction"to"leave"academic"or"industry"research"laboratories"to"
be" integrated" into" conventional" life" settings." From" the" review" of" existing" software"
tools"it"appears"that,"while"at"the"beginning"they"only"addressed"professionals"in"the"
complex" setup" of" multi=touch" systems," they" are" now" providing" support" to" a" wide"
range" of" end=user" activities," hence" the" need" to" provide" a" classification" according" to"
EUP"techniques."We"update"the"existing"reviews"discarding"all"the"dead"projects,"that"
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is,"software"tools"that"have"not"be"maintained,"updated"nor"used"(e.g.,"no"new"releases"
or" new" community" activity)" since" 2011."We" also" add" new" software" tools" gathered"
from" (1)" the" analysis" of" leading" conferences" proceedings" in" the" area" of"multi=touch"
interaction"(UIST,"CHI,"ITS"and"TEI),"(2)"our"personal"experience"in"the"development"
of"multi=touch"systems"and"(3)"mainstream"software"tools"that"offer"EUP"techniques.""
We" have" structured" the" review" according" to" three" themes" that" emerge" from" the"
literature"on"EUP"and"Multi=Touch"research:"
• Programming)Abstraction"or"“which"kind"of"EUP"technique"is"supported"by"the"

software"tool?”"
• Touch)Interaction"or"“which"level"of"multi=touch"interaction"supported?”"
• Technical) Support) or" “to"what" extent" are" the" users" supported" in" learning" and"

using"the"software"tool?”"
Programming)Abstraction 
Programming( Abstraction" describes" the" knowledge" and" technical" skills" needed" to"
program"multi=touch"interaction."A"higher" level"of"abstraction"means" low"(when"no)"
programming" knowledge." In" this" case," high" does" not" necessarily" means" better."
Abstraction," in" fact," comes" at" the" price" of" flexibility:" higher" abstraction" reduces" the"
complexity" of" programming" but" confines" users" within" a" restricted" number" of"
possibilities," compared" to" the" full" control" given" by" textual" programming" languages."
When"opting"for"a"high"level"of"abstraction,"therefore," it" is"advisable"to"take"in"mind"
the"tradeoffs"between"the"required"knowledge"and"the"kind"of"programs"that"can"be"
developed."Our"classification"employs"five"dimensions"of"programming"abstraction:""
• None:" there" is" no" EUP" support" and" full=featured" languages" are" used" directly" to"

implement"the"desired"solution;""
• Low:"end=users"program"with"scripting"or"DSL."They"need"to"have"programming"

knowledge,"but"the"flexibility"is"high;"
• Medium:"visual"languages"are"used."The"technical"details"are"encapsulated"in"the"

visual"notation"but"the"user"still"needs"knowledge"of"programming"concepts"such"
as"dataflow"or"data"types;"

• High:" no" programming" knowledge" is" required" but" the" freedom" of" the" users" is"
generally"restricted" to"some" form"of"configuration"or"parameterization"(e.g.,"PbE"
or"Customization"techniques);"

• Integrated:) an" integration" of" different" abstraction" levels" could" overcame" the"
drawbacks" of" single" techniques" and" users" have" the" freedom" to" choose" at"which"
level"of"abstraction"they"want"to"operate,"depending"on"their"goals"and"skills."This"
is" the" approach" proposed" by" Natural" Programming" Environments" [9]," which"
implement" holistic" integration" of" different" EUP" techniques" into" a" unique"
programming"environment.""

Multi/touch)Interaction 
With" Multi$touch( Interaction" we" frame" the" dimensions" of" touch=based" interaction"
support:"
• Touch) Recognition) and) Tracking:" the" software" tool" assists" the" low=level"

recognition"and"tracking"of"touch"points."The"software"provides"full"control"to"read"
raw" input" data" from" hardware" sensors" and" assemble" them" into" gestures" that" a"
high=level"language"can"then"use"to"program"interaction;""
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• Multi@Touch) Gestures:"high=level" approaches" that" support" the" definition" of"
gestures"are"needed"for"the"end=user"to"overcome"the"complexity"of"programming"
touch" behaviors."The"software" tool" supports"(1)"the" incorporation" of" common"
gestures"via"pre=defined"gesture"recognizers"or"(2)"the"creation"of"custom"gestures"
by"using,"for"instance,"PbE";"

• Gesture) Widgets:" a" change" of" the" input" device"—direct" touch" instead" of" mouse"
pointer—"implies"a"change"of"the"user"interface"to"achieve"the"so"much"advocated"
naturalness"of"multi=touch"interaction."It"is"mandatory"to"overtake"WIMP"widgets"
and" develop" widgets" designed" for" gestural" manipulation." Again," building" such"
interface" elements" can" be" tiresome"and" error=prone." Software" tools"in" this"
category"provide" ready=to=use" gesture=widgets" together" with" the" possibility" to"
seamlessly"develop"custom"components."

Technical)Support 
We"consider"three"levels"of"technical(support,"or"the"extent"users"are"supported"while"
learning"and"using"the"system:"
• Documentation:"basic"support"is"available,"such"as"the"Application"Programming"
Interface"(API)"documentation;"

• Tutorials:"tutorials"or"help"documentation"are"provided;""
• Community:"a"community"of"users"(e.g.,"forums)"offer"guidance"on"specific"issues"
or"share"code"ready"for"re=use.""

Survey 
Table" I" presents" a" survey" of" software" tools" for" the" end=user" programming" of" multi=
touch"interaction"according"to"the"three"dimensions."In"Table"II"we"provide"technical"
details"of"the"selected"tools."
 

Table)I.)Survey)of)development)tools)for)multi@touch)interaction."
Table) II.)Technical) details) of) selected) development) tools) (last) checked) on)
February,)9th,)2015).))
"
The"iOS,)Windows* Phone"and)Android" are" Software" Development" Kits" (SDK)" that"
target" the" corresponding" Operating" System" (OS)" and" provide" an" API" to" receive" and"
handle"input"from"multiple"pointers"on"capacitive"screens."All"of"them"define"an"event=
based"architecture:"(1)(the"display"screen"receives"an"input"from"the"user,"(2)"the"OS"
generates" the" event" message" that"(3)"is" sent" to" the" application" to" update" the" user"
interface"according"to"the"message"information.""
Programming) Abstraction:) each" SDK" includes" an" Integrated" Development"
Environment" (IDE)" supplying" visual" elements" for" the"definition" of" widgets" behavior,"
thus" integrating" textual" programming" with" visual" tools" for" graphic" design."For"
instance,"they"offer"a"palette"of"graphic"components"and"gesture"widgets"that"can"be"
dragged"directly"into"the"user"interface."Users"can"then"program"the"behavior"of"the"
graphic"element"by"completing"the"automatically"generated"template"through"textual"
programming."Other"features"are"provided,"such"as"word"completion,"which"reduces"
the"cognitive"burden"of"remembering"long"lists"of"APIs." 
Touch) interaction:"the" SDKs"offer" ready=to=use"standard"gestures"to" integrate" in"
applications." It" exists" the" possibility" to" define" custom" gestures," but" only" for"
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experienced"programmer,"since"it"requires"to"override"the"default"gesture"listeners.""
Technical) support:)learning" is" facilitated" by" the" large" documentation" covering" API"
documentation" and" tutorials," the" official" supporting" community" and," by" several"
unofficial"communities"that"provide"further"documentation"and"tutorials.""
"
ZOIL"[18]" has" the" broad" scope" of" reducing" the" complexity" of" building" interactive"
spaces" augmented" with" pervasive" computing" technologies," including" multi=touch,"
tangible"and"motion"sensing"devices."
Programming) Abstraction:"applications" are" developed" through" classic" textual"
programming" or" by" using" a"XML=based"syntax." End=users" can" therefore" define" the"
visual" appearance" of" interface" components" and" their" touch" behavior" with" a"
declarative"approach,"that"lowers"the"threshold"of"using"procedural"languages.""
Touch) interaction:"ZOIL"spans"from"high=level"common"gestures"to"low=level"touch"
input" handling." It" also"provides"users" with" an" extensible" library" of" off=the=shelf"
behaviors" that" can" be" easily" assigned" to" objects" and" customized" according" to" users"
needs."
Technical) support:)ZOIL" targets" experienced" users." Even" if" the" website" provides"
examples" and" tutorials," previous" experience" with" the" Windows" Presentation"
Framework"is"needed"to"start"building"applications."
"
Kivy"and"GestureWorks"are"cross=platform,"device=independent"tools"that"have"been"
developed" from" scratch"following" guidelines" for" multi=touch"post=WIMP" interaction,"
thus"dismissing"the"legacy"of"old"models"from"the"desktop"paradigm."Both"of"them"are"
versatile" and" flexible:" with" few" lines" of" code" it" is" possible" to" quickly" set" up," connect"
and" arrange"running"applications."GestureWorks" "license"is" not" free," but(a" parallel"
open=source"project"Open*Exhibits"is"available,"which"focuses"on"the"development"of"
digitally=augmented"interactive"museum"exhibits.""
Programming) Abstraction:)Kivy(allows" the" definition" of"interface" components"
through" an" XML=based" DSL"which" behavior" can" be" programmed"in" Python."
GestureWorks(goes"one"step"further,((providing"the"Gesture(Markup(Language((GML)"to"
define"touch"events"and"API"wrappers"for"a"wide"range"of"programming"languages."
Touch)interaction:"GestureWorks"provides"a"large"set"of"pre=built"touch"gestures"and"
it" supports" the"definition" of"custom" gestures"and"gesture" sequences"through" GML."
Open( Exhibits"—its"open=source" ActionScript3" implementation—"introduces"the"
Creative( Markup( Language( (CML)"DSL"for" the"definition" of" gesture=widgets."CML"is"
used" in" combination" with"GML"and" Cascade" Style=Sheet" (CSS)" to" define," interface"
modules," their" behavior" and" the" look=and=feel." A" Runtime" Player" parses" the"
description"files"and"automatically"builds"and"runs"the"resulting"application."The"same"
process"can"be"done"via"source"code,"either"importing"CML,"GML"and"CSS"files"or"from"
scratch."In"Kivy,(the"creation"of(standard"and"custom"multi=touch"gestures"is"allowed"
only"via"source"code."Kivy"provides"just"a"basic"set"of"gesture=widgets"compared"with"
GestureWorks/Open(Exhibits.""
Technical) support:)both" tools" are" easy" to" use" and" easy" to" learn" thanks" to" the"
documentation"available"by"the"official"websites,"such"as"full"API"documentation"and"
complete"tutorials."In"addition,"they"are"backed"up"by"an"active"official"community."
"
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CCV"provides"a"graphical"interface"for"custom"recognition"of"multi=touch"input"events"
on" optical=based" interactive" surfaces." Newer" versions" are" packaged" as" Windows"
binaries:" the"source"code" is"available,"but"compiling" it" for"other"platforms"adds"high"
technical"obstacles"for"novices."
Programming) Abstraction:)while" it" is" easy" to" customized" touch"parameters" in" the"
graphical" interface," CCV" requires" high" programming" skills" to" be" efficiently"
programmed"via"source"code." It" is"oriented" to"experts" that"want" the" total" control"of"
the"touch"events"and"are"willing"to"build"custom"optical"hardware"from"scratch."In"this"
case," CCV" allows" end=users" to" tweak" critical" settings" including" the" blob" size," the"
surface""calibration"and"the"parameters"of"the"computer"vision"algorithm."
Touch) interaction:" CCV" provides" low=level" recognition" and" tracking" of" raw" touch"
data."Users"have"to"rely"on"other"libraries"for"gesture"recognition."
Technical) support:) The" official" web" site" offers" technical" support" based" on" API"
documentations,"tutorial"and"forums.""
"
vvvv" aims"at" facilitating" the"prototyping"of" applications" in" large"media"environment"
with"heterogeneous"devices." It(focuses"on"visual"effects" for"digital"arts"and,"over" the"
years," has" been" extended" to" manage" input" from" different" video" sources," thus"
supporting"touch"input"from"optical"interactive"surfaces.""
Programming) Abstraction:* it" features" an" hybrid" data=flow" visual/textual"
programming language" that" allows" users" with" low" programming" skills" to" rapidly"
prototype"multimedia"applications"by"connecting"visual"elements"and"customize"their"
parameters." vvvv" applications" are" called" “patches”," which" consist" of" a" network" of"
nodes" that" can" be" created," edited" and" tested" at" runtime." The" GUI" is"minimal" and" it"
seems"to"not"respect"established"design"guidelines,"making"it"ponderous"to"learn"how"
to"interact"with"the"system"at"the"beginning."Moreover,"it"suffers"from"the"drawbacks"
of" any" visual" language:" with" the" project" becoming" complex," the" display" can" be"
overcrowded"with"visual"elements"that"can"be"difficult"to"manage."
Touch)interaction:"it"supports"recognition"and"tracking"of"raw"touch"input,"like"CCV."
Moreover," it" is" also" capable" of" handling" common" gestures" and" adding" complex"
behaviors"by"combining"various"elementary" interaction"building=blocks."This" feature"
would" require" to" use" the" Multi=Touch" Interaction" Framework"
(http://mint.strukt.com)," as" reported" in" the"vvvv"website."Unfortunately," even" if" the"
video"demo"is"promising,"it"is"still"not"available"for"download."
Technical) support:) the" official" website) offers" extensive" learning" and" technical"
support," from" detailed" documentation," tutorials," sample" projects" and" community"
forums."
 
Hammer.js" and" GeForMTjs) [16]" are" Javascript" libraries" designed) to" exploit" the"
ubiquity"of"web"development"and"add"touch"interaction"to"web"applications.""
Programming) Abstraction:) relying" on" Javascript," they" need" to" be" integrated"with"
other" languages" (e.g.," HTML" and" CSS)," thus" forcing" the" programmer" to" have"
experience" with" different" technologies." " Both" libraries" provide" application" specific"
event" handler" that" are" added" to" DOM" elements" and" are" called"when" the" gesture" is"
recognized.""
Touch)interaction:"Hammer.js"implements"a"set"of"predefined"gesture"recognizers"—
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pan,"pinch,"press,"rotate,"swipe,"tap—"that"end=users"can"easily"customize"by"changing"
their"parameters."For"instance,"the"number"of"taps"for"a"Tap"gesture"can"be"defined,"as"
well" as" the" required" pointers" to" trigger" the" event." Two" or" more" gestures" can" be"
combined,"thus"creating"complex"event"chains."GeForMTjs) is"based"on"a"DSL"[17]"for"
the" formalization" of" gestures" into" a" context=free" grammar" and" it" exploits" the" $1"
Javascript" implementation" to" recognize" gesture" templates" built" from" touch" data."
GeForMTjs,"therefore,"offers"an"higher"degree"of"customization,"allowing"end=users"to"
defined"their"own"gestures"through"the"DSL."
Both"libraries"make"web"graphic"components"able"to"react"to"gestures."However,"they"
do"not"implement"dedicated"widgets,"for"which"the"end=user"have"to"rely"on"other"UI"
libraries,"such"as"jQuery."
Technical)support:)API"documentation,"examples"and"tutorials"are"available"for"both"
libraries."
 
$@family" are" algorithms" developed" to" allow" novice" programmers" to" incorporate"
gestural"interaction"in"their"applications."The"algorithms"include"single="($1"[19])"and"
multi=stroke"recognizers"($N"[20],"$P"[21]).""
Programming) Abstraction:" the" authors" provide" reference" implementations" in"
Javascript" and"C#."Moreover," third=party" programmers" implemented" the" algorithms""
for"different"languages"and"platforms."They"are"not"complete"toolkits,"but"they"make"it"
easier"gestural"prototyping"because"they"can"be"easily"integrated"in"other"toolkits,"as"
demonstrated"by"GeForMTjs." 
Touch) interaction:" they" focus" on" gesture" recognition" and" use" the" K=Nearest"
Neighbors" classifier" to"define"a"distance"measure"between"a"performed"gesture"and"
those"added"to"the"system"during"a"training"phase."Therefore,"they"do"not"provide"ad=
hoc" recognizers" for" common" gestures" but" instead" allow" the" users" to" define" their"
gestures" set" by" examples" (PbE)." To"mitigate" ambiguity," users" can" provide" different"
samples"of"a"gesture"under"the"same"alias"[19]."
Technical) support:" Documentation" is" limited" to" the" official" website" and" academic"
publications." External" developers" provide" further" information" for" specific"
implementations."""
 
Proton/Proton++" [12][13]" and" JMidas* (the" Java" implementation" of" the" Midas"
framework)*[14]"are"declarative"approaches"that"make"use"of"DSL"formalism"to"model"
gestures."
Programming) Abstraction:) Proton/Proton++" allows" users" to" define" gestures" as"
regular"expressions"of"touch"events."This"description"can"be"easily"processed"by"any"
modern"programming" language."Since"working"with"regular"expressions"may"not"be"
accessible"to"broad"range"of"users,"it"provides"a"simple"graphical"tool"for"the"tablature"
of"regular"expressions."However,"this"tool"is"not"available"in"the"current"release."In"the"
case" of" JMidas," gestures" are" defined" as" logical" if$than" rules" that" consist" of:" a"
prerequisite,"which"is"the"condition"to"match"and"a"consequence,"the"triggered"action.""
Touch) interaction:) ) together" with" simple" gestures" Proton/Proton++( allows" the"
programmer"to"define"custom"attributes"such"as"touch"trajectory,"area"or"orientation,"
thus"exploiting"the"rich"syntax"of"gestural"interaction"to"create"complex"gestures."For"
instance," the" touch" area" information" can" be" used" to" simulate" pressure" and" the"
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orientation" to" re=arrange" interface" elements." In" JMidas" rule" conditions" are"
programmed"in"terms"of" temporal"and"spatial"operators,"allowing"to"define"complex"
behaviors" as" composition" of" simple" gestures." Conversely" from" Proton/Proton++(
JMidas"allows"to"include"in"the"gesture"definition"the"behavior"of"interface"elements."
Technical) support:) Proton/Proton++( provides" scarce" tutorials" and" API"
documentation."JMidas"is"not"available"for"download."""
"
Touch* [15]," the"recent"evolution"of*Gesture*Studio* [10]," is"another"research"project"
that"adopts"PbE"for"the"rapid"prototyping"of"multi=touch"interaction.""
Programming)Abstraction:"users"can"build"gestures"set"by"performing"them"directly"
on" a" touch" display." The" system" is" deployed" as" a" plugin" for" the" Eclipse" IDE," which"
makes"it"easier"to"add"gestures"to"Java"code."Touch"also"generates"a"XML"description"
of" the" gestures" to" allow" developers" to" quickly" edit" gesture" details" after" their"
specification.""
Touch) interaction:)Touch"can"manage)single="or"multi=stroke"gestures."It"provides"a"
library"of"ready=to=use"common"gestures"that"can"be"extended"by"incorporating"newly"
created"custom"gestures."It"implements"a"Model=View=Controller"paradigm"for"adding"
touch" behaviors" to" interface" objects."Touch" assigns" a" performer" for" each" registered"
interface" element." Through" the" performer" instance," the" developer" can" attach" touch"
behaviors"to"the"elements"by"providing"a"gesture"resource" file"as"well"as"registering"
corresponding"handlers"for"these"behaviors."This"approach"allows"to"integrate"touch"
recognition"in"any"Java=based"UI"framework"like"Swing"or"Android."
Technical)support:"the"tool"is"not"available"for"download."
"

Discussion)and)Conclusions)
Effective" EUP" tools" are" expected" to" strive" for" the" best" low" threshold/high" ceiling"
bargain:"that"is,"to"lower"the"skill"barriers"and"reduce"development"viscosity"while,"at"
the"same"time,"support"the"programming"of"meaningful"and"complex"touch"interaction"
scenarios."This"is"particularly"challenging"in"the"augmented"environment"depicted"by"
pervasive" computing," in"which" end=users" have" to" cope"with" integration" of" different"
hardware" and" software" technologies." Interoperability" and"hardware" abstraction" are"
therefore" compelling" issues" that" many" tools," such" as" CCV," vvvv," ZOIL" or"
Proton/Proton++,"address"by"supporting"TUIO"[11],"a"de(facto" standard" for"a"device=
independent"communication"of"touch"events.""
"
Android," iOS"and"Windows"Phone"provide"gestures"recognizers"for"common"gestures,"
which" makes" it" easier" to" program" the" behavior" of" visual" elements" in" mobile"
environments," where" the" expressivity" of" gestural" interaction" is" constrained" by" the"
reduced" physical" dimensions" of" the" screen" and" end=users" are" likely" to" employ"
conventional"gestures."They"benefit"of"the"advantages"of"a"modern"IDE"when"it"comes"
to" the" visual" design" of" touch" interfaces:" providing" a" set" of" gesture"widgets" that" are"
built" into" the" system," in" fact," guides"developers" through"a"“path"of" least" resistance”"
towards"good"solutions"[22]."Anyway," they"are"platform=dependent," they"target"only"
mobile"devices"and"are"meant"for"end=users"with"programming"knowledge.""
"
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Being" a" software" framework" that" builds"upon" a" complex" API" such" as"Windows"
Presentation" Framework," C#" and" XAML," neither"ZOIL"can" be" considered" a" low"
threshold"toolkit"for"rapid"prototyping."Authors"report"that"use"cases"required"4"or"5"
weeks"to"be"developed"[18]."However,"its"high"ceiling"could"be"worth"the"hassle"since,"
conversely" from"the" previous"tools," it" inscribes" multi=touch" interaction" in" the" wider"
scenario" of" interactive" spaces," supporting" multi=display" interaction," distributed" user"
interfaces"designed" for" touch" manipulation" and" visualization" tools" for" creating"
alternative"visual"representations."
"
Multi=touch"tools"for"gesture"prototyping"fall"into"two"families,"according"to"the"EUP"
technique" they" adopt:" end=users" can" either" choose" PbE"(e.g.,"$$family"or"Touch)"or"
DSL=based" declarative" approaches" (e.g.,"Proton/Proton++,"JMidas,"GeForMTjs)."Both"
approaches"are"flexible"and"extensible,"allowing"end=user"developers"to"create"custom"
gestures" without" handling" raw" input" data." Moreover," they" create" platform=
independent" descriptions" of" touch" interaction," thus" empowering" EUP" tools" to" keep"
pace"with"the"incessant"availability"of"new"input"devices"(e.g.,"Microsoft"Kinect,"Leap"
Motion)" and" avoid" them" to" fall"into"disuse."Defining" gestures" from" examples" has" the"
advantage"that"end=users"do"not"need"to"learn"a"new"modeling"language"and"it"is"easy"
to"design"gestures"with"complex"trajectories."The"main"drawback"is"that"current"PbE"
approaches"rely"on"2D"spatial"pattern=matching"and,"therefore,"do"not"take"advantage"
of" rich" gestural" information," such" as" temporal" relationships"(e.g.," speed)," finger"
orientation"or"touch"area,"which"are,"conversely,"supported"by"formalisms."Moreover,"
high=level" declaration" languages" support" modularization" and" composition" of" simple"
gestures" into" more" articulated" ones." Nevertheless,"they" often" lead" to" complex"
specifications"that"are"difficult"to"maintain."In"addition,"these"specification"languages"
lack"support"for"modeling"motions"that"involve"geometric"transformations,"which"are"
often" unintuitive" and" difficult" to" describe" manually." To" ease" authoring" gestures,"
Proton/Proton++"introduces" a" graphical" interface"for" the" definition" of" gestures" as"
regular" expressions:" the" visual" tool" demonstrated" to" be" faster" for" generating" basic"
gestures"and"easier"to"understand"for"trajectory"gestures"[13].""
"
In"some"cases"the"choice"of"a"tool"is"guided"by"the"application"context"instead"of"the"
EUD" technique"and" a"thoroughly"inspection" of" features"is" required"by" the" end=user."
For"instance,"multi=touch"applications"for"large"surfaces"such"as"interactive"tabletops"
require"spatial" invariance"of" gestures,"because" users"need" to" perform" gestures" from"
any" position" around" the" table." For" mobile" device"applications," on" the" contrary,"this"
feature" is" not" relevant."JMidas" and"Proton/Proton++"do" not" support" orientation"
invariance,"which"is"provided"by"$$family(algorithms."
"
$$family"deserves"special" attention." Even" if" each" version" presents" its" peculiar"
limitations," they" are" lightweight," fast" and" accurate" algorithms," and" represent" a" good"
solution" for" rapid" prototyping," where" the" quick" exploration" of" a" design" space" is" a"
priority."$=family"algorithms"make"it"easy"to"modify"the"gestures"set"and"they"can"be"
easily" integrated" into" other" tools" by" tailoring" the" source" code" to" specific" needs," as"
demonstrated"by(GeForMTjs.""
"
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kivy"and"Open(Exhibits"provide"an"interesting"programming"paradigm"that"integrates"
popular"scripting"languages"(Python"and"AS3)"with"an"XML=based"definition"of"visual"
elements."In"Open(Exhibits,"an"application"can"be"entirely"programmed"via"scripting,"or"
through"XML"files"or"by"using"a"combination"of"the"two"approaches."Even"if"it"does"not"
provide" a" visual" language" that" would" have" been" helpful" for" non=experienced"
programmers," this" technique" has" demonstrated" to" be" effective" for" the" creation" of"
multi=touch" interfaces," as" showed" by" the" number" of" end=user" projects" that" exploit"
OpenExhibits" in"museum"and"expositions."OpenExhibits(also"shows"the"importance"of""
community" support:" users" can" upload" their" applications" that" implement" common"
interaction"scenarios"in"augmented"exhibitions"so"that"others"can"reuse"them"as=is,"by"
changing"the"content,"or"build"on"them"to"create"more"complex"installations."
"
As"envisioned"by"Myers"et"al." [9]," the"end=user"support" to"multi=touch" interaction" is"
moving" towards" to" the" creation" of" natural" programming" environments," which" are"
programming"tools"for"nonprogrammers"that"are"built"from"an"holistic"integration"of"
different" EUP" techniques." The" core" philosophy" is" to" provide" “an" environment" that"
works" the"way"nonprogrammers" expect”."Touch" is" a" clear" example:" it" provides" PbE"
support"to"gesture"definition,"runtime"gesture"editing"via"XML," integration"with"Java"
programming" and," being" an" Eclipse" plugin," it" exploits" all" the" features" of" a" well=
established"IDE."Even"if"the"tool"has"not"been"released,"authors"report"that"building"a"
photo" album" application" with" common" touch" interaction," required" only" 67" lines" of"
Java"code"and"20"seconds"to"create"the"gestures"set"[15]."
"
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